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1. IMPROVING LYNCH SYNDROME IDENTIFICATION THROUGH THE... (4*)

2. PLACENTAL-DERIVED STEM CELLS AMELIORATE INTESTINAL DAMAGE... (2*)[4]

3. INTESTINAL EPITHELIAL RECEPTOR LRRC19 DEPLETION PROTECTS... (2*)

4. CROHN'S DISEASE PATHOBIONT ENTEROBACTERIACEAE GROWTH... [6*]

5. USE OF A TARGETED BACTERIOPHAGE COCKTAIL... (3*)[BionX Inc.]

6. PATHOETIOLOGY OF LEVATOR ANI SYNDROME: EVALUATION... (5*)

7. IMPROVING THE UTILITY OF HIGH RESOLUTION... (2*)

8. REDUCTIONS IN ALL-CAUSE MORTALITY ASSOCIATED WITH... [3*][This work was supported by Salix Pharmaceuticals, a division of Bausch Health US, LLC, Bridgewater, NJ, USA, which has licensed the rights to develop and commercialize Relistor® from Progenics Pharmaceuticals, Inc, New York, NY, USA.]

9. NEW INSIGHTS INTO THE ROLE OF... (2*)

10. A RANDOMIZED PILOT STUDY TO COMPARE... (7*)[4]

11. *FLIP* FROM INCONTINENCE TO CONTINENCE WITH... (2*)

12. NORMALIZATION OF NUMBER OF REFLUX... (5*)[The original study was conducted by Torax, Inc, from which this post hoc analysis was extracted]

13. CLINICAL UTILITY OF NARROW BAND IMAGING... (5*)

14. CLINICAL-PHYSIOLOGIC PHENTYPES OF LARYNGOPHARYNGEAL REFLUX: EXPLORATORY... (7*)

15. IMPAIRED PROXIMAL ESOPHAGEAL CONTRACTILITY IS INDEPENDENTLY... (5*)

16. TALIN-1 IS A NOVEL REGULATOR OF... (2*)

17. IRON DEFICIENCY PROMOTES HELICOBACTER PYLORI-INDUCED CARCINOGENESIS... (2*)

18. OVEREXPRESSION OF CD44V9/SIALYL-LEWIS X METAPLASIA DURING... (2*)

19. BUTYRATE PRODUCING GASTRIC NON-HELCOBACTER COMMENSAL BACTERIA... (4*)[2]

20. CIRCULAR RNA PABPN1 INHIBITS AUTOPHAGY IN... (2*)

21. NOXIOUS LUMINAL STIMULI TREATED ESOPHAGEAL MYOFIBROBLASTS... (2*)[4]

22. QUALITY OF CARE INITIATIVE IMPROVES OUTCOMES... (6*)

23. PSYCHIATRIC COMORBIDITY IN IBD INCREASES HEALTH... (2*)

24. ASSOCIATION OF ADDED DIETARY SUGAR AND... (2*)

25. SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF OUTCOMES IN IBD... (6*)

26. IDENTIFICATION OF RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH... (5*)

27. TROP2 IS UPREGULATED IN THE TRANSITION... (2*)[4]

28. HELICOBACTER PYLORI-MEDIATED ACTIVATION OF NF-κB STAT3 NETWORK... (2*)[4]

29. IN VIVO ADMINISTRATION OF ANTISENSE MIR130B... (2*)

30. DOWNREGULATION OF IL-33 PREVENTS THE... (2*)[Korean NTIS]

31. SER-287, AN INVESTIGATIONAL MICROBIOME THERAPEUTIC, INHIBITS COLONIC INFLAMMATION... (3*)[Seres Therapeutics]

32. THE SULFUR MICROBIAL DIET AND RISK... (2*)[6]

33. DISRUPTION OR DISCONNECTION OF THE PANCREATIC... (5*)

34. ALTERED DISTRIBUTION OF THE INTESTINAL NA-BILE... (2*)

35. ENTERAL NUTRITION AND RISK... (5*)

36. THE SULFUR MICROBIAL DIET AND RISK... (2*)[6]

37. DIETARY INTERVENTION INHIBITS COLONIC INFLAMMATION... (6*)

38. VE303, A RATIONALLY DESIGNED BACTERIAL CONSORTIUM... (3*)[2][CARB-X]

39. EFFECT OF MICROBIAL Ecosystem THERAPEUTICS (MET-2)... (3*)[NuBiota]

40. THE SUSTAINED INCREASE IN TGFB PRODUCTION... (2*)

41. PREDICTING GASTROINTESTINAL (GI) HEMORRHAGE USING A... (5*)

42. BUILDING AN AI SYSTEM ON HIGH-RESOLUTION... (2*)

43. PROSPECTIVE COMPARISON STUDY OF EUS-FNA ONSITE... (4*)

44. TOWARDS COMPUTER-AIDED DIAGNOSIS (CAD) FOR COLONOSCOPY... (2*)

45. PREVALENCE AND PREDICTORS OF ADVANCED NEOPLASIA... (6*)

46. OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS ARE MORE PREVALENT IN... (5*)

47. DISRUPTION OR DISCONNECTION OF THE PANCREATIC... (5*)

48. ALTERED DISTRIBUTION OF THE INTESTINAL NA-BILE... (2*)

49. ENTERAL NUTRITION AND RISK... (5*)

50. THE SULFUR MICROBIAL DIET AND RISK... (2*)[6]

51. DIETARY INTERVENTION INHIBITS COLONIC INFLAMMATION... (6*)

52. ESTIMATING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF DISPOSABLE... (5*)

53. PATIENT AND PHYSICIAN PERSPECTIVES ON THE... (3*)[Celgene Corporation]
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124. CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF GASTROENTEROLOGY CLINICAL PRACTICE... (7*)
125. SUNSHINE ACT: SHEDDING LIGHT ON DISCLOSURES... (5*)
126. IMPACT OF AN ONLINE NIH PROMIS-BASED... (7*)
127. THE VOLUME-OUTCOME EFFECT CALLS FOR CENTRALIZATION... (4*)
128. MAJOR GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING RISK WITH DIRECT... (5*)
129. MORTALITY AFTER CHOLECYSTECTOMY IN A NATIONWIDE... (2*)
130. A MURINE MODEL OF OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP... (2*)[(7]
131. NORMAL WEIGHT TYPE 2 DIABETES IS... (6*)
132. GUT DYSBIOSIS INDUCED BY CIRCADIAN RHYTHM... (2*)
133. INFLUENCE OF EARLY LIFE FACTORS ON... (6*)[(The International Organization for the Study of Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IOIBD), The Crohn's and Colitis Foundation, and the Kenneth Rainin Foundation.)
134. ALTERATIONS OF INTESTINAL MICROBIOTA BY HIGH-FAT... (2*)
135. THE GEM PROJECT: DIETARY PATTERNS ARE... (6*)[(2]
136. NORMAL FUNCTIONAL LUMINAL IMAGING PROBE PANOMETRY... (2*)
137. IMPAIRED ESOPHAGOgastric JUNCTION OPENING ON REAL-TIME... (5*)
138. ACHALASIA SUBTYPES CAN BE IDENTIFIED WITH... (2*)
139. PREVALENCE OF MAJOR AND MINOR MOTOR... (5*)
140. MULTIPLE RAPID SWALLOWS AND RAPID DRINK... (2*)
141. CLASSIFICATION OF ESOPHAGEAL SWALLOWS BY A... (5*)
142. A NOVEL ROLE FOR DOUBLE-STRANDED RNA... (2*)[(7]
143. COLITIS-INDUCED GLYCOLYSIS DRIVES YAP-DEPENDENT REPROGRAMMING OF... (2*)
144. NRF2 REGulates A NOVEL PROLIFERATIVE CHECKPOINT... (2*)
145. CONSTITUTIVE BINDING OF βPAK-INTERACTING EXCHANGE FACTOR... (2*)
146. TRANSCRIPTION OF MITCHondRIA-TRANSCRIBED GENES DIFFERENTIATES NORMAL... (2*)[(4)
147. PATIENTS WITH INEFFECTIVE ESOPHAGEAL MOTILITY UNDERGOING... (5*)
148. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AUTOMATES EVALUATION OF BASELINE... (5*)
149. NATIONAL TRENDS IN MEDICARE PRESCRIPTIONS OF... (5*)
150. ANTI-REFLUX SURGERY REDUCES MORTALITY IN LUNG... (5*)
151. IS CHRONIC USE OF RANITIDINE... (5*)
152. EXPOSURE OF BARRETT’S AND ESOPHAGEAL ADENOCARCINOMA... (2*)
153. ROLE OF TRANSIENT RECEPTOR POTENTIAL VANILLOID... (2*)
154. PRODUCTS OF MATURE ADIPOCYTES IN VISCERAL... (4*)
155. THE MICROBIOME OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS WITH... (2*)[(4)
156. THE MICROBIOME OF BARRETT’S ESOPHAGUS... (2*)[(4)
157. THE ACTIVATION OF MACrophages PLAYS A... (4*)
158. LOW DIETARY FIBER-INDUCED MUCOSAL EROSION... (2*)
159. METABOLOMICS ANALYSIS IDENTIFIED NOVEL ORALLY ACTIVE... (2*)
160. CHROMOSOME TOPOLOGY ANALYSIS REVEALS REMOTE SUPER-ENHANCERS... (2*)[(4)
161. A NOVEL SYSTEM FOR COMPARTMENTALIZED ANALYSIS... (4*)[(6]
162. FERMENTABLE VS NON-FERMENTABLE DIETARY FIBERS DIFFERENTIALLY... (6*)[(2)
163. THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF A... (5*)
164. INCIDENCE, RISK FACTORS AND OUTCOMES ASSOCIATED... (5*)
165. ASSOCIATION OF FASTING GASTRIC VOLUMES WITH... (5*)
166. NEW ONSET DIABETES: A POTENTIAL BIOMARKER... (5*)
167. QUANTIFICATION OF PANCREATIC FAT ON ABDOMINAL... (5*)
168. SERA ANTI-HUD ANTIBODIES FROM IRRETTABLE BOWEL... (1*)
169. ACTIVE VARICELLA ZOSTER IDENTIFIED BY NOVEL... (4*)
170. PREPERIPHERAL CGRP AS A CONVERGENT... (2*)[(3][(Teva Biologics)
171. LOSS OF CX3CR1+ - GASTRIC MUSCULARIS... (2*)[(7]
172. A NIGRO-VAGAL PATHWAY CONTROLS COLONIC MOTILITY... (2*)
173. EPigenetic upregulation of ACID-SENSING ION CHANNEL... (2*)
174. FOOD-INDUCED IMMEDIATE RESPONSE IN THE ESOPHAGUS... (5*)
175. BUDESONIDE ORAL SUSPENSION (BOS) IMPROVES ENDOSCOPIC... (3*)[(This study was funded by Shire ViroPharma, Inc., a member of the Takeda group of companies. Medical writing support was provided by Joanna L Donnelly of Pharmagenesis London, London, UK, funded by Shire Human Genetic Therapies Inc., a member of the Takeda)
176. INTERIM RESULTS OF AN OPEN-LABEL EXTENSION... (3*)[(2][(Allakos, Inc.)
177. RESULTS FROM THE ELEMENT STUDY: PROSPECTIVE... (2*)[(Nutritia)
178. PRIMARY AND PLURIPOTENT STEM CELL DERIVED... (2*)
179. MATERNAL SUCRALOSE INTAKE ALTERS GUT MICROBIOTA... (2*)[(4)
180. ALTERED BILE ACID HOMEOSTASIS AND PATHOLOGIC... (7*)[(2)
181. T CELL P38α PROMOTES NUTRITIONAL STEATOHEPATITIS... (2*)
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234. . . . PATIENTS WITH NON-ALCOHOLIC STEATOHEPATITIS (NASH) HAVE... (5*)
235. . . . LARGE EFFECTS OF SGLT2 INHIBITORS/GLP1 RECEPTOR... (5*)
236. . . . INFILXIMAB, ADALIMUMAB AND VEDOLIZUMAB LEVELS ARE... [6*][4]
237. . . . BASELINE DRUG CLEARANCE OF INFILXIMAB PREDICTS... (5*)
238. . . . VEDOLIZUMAB CONCENTRATIONS IN COLONIC MUCOSAL TISSUE... (5*)
239. . . . THE EARLY APPEARANCE OF ANTI-DRUG ANTIBODIES... (4*)
240. . . . REAL-WORLD APPLICATION OF AN ADAPTIVE DOSING... [4*][Prometheus Ran the drug levels]
241. . . . COMBINATION OF SERUM ENDOSCOPIC HEALING INDEX... [3*][7*][Prometheus Biosciences, San Diego, CA]
242. . . . COMPUTER- AIDED DETECTION OF ADVANCED NEOPLASIA IN... (7*][4]
243. . . . IMPAIRMENT OF THE EMBRYONIC MACROPHAGE COMPARTMENT... (2*)
244. . . . POLY (ADP-RIBOSE) POLYMERASE 1 (PARP1) PROMOTES... (2*)
245. . . . A NOVEL TNFSF13 VARIANT IN POLY (ADP-RIBOSE) POLYMERASE 1 (PARP1) PROMOTES... (4*)
246. . . . THE INCIDENCE OF PNEUMONIA AND IMPACT... (3*)[4](This study was supported by an unrestricted research grant from Pfizer Pharmaceuticals. Pfizer had no role in the study concept and design, acquisition of data and interpretation of results.)
247. . . . EFFECTIVENESS OF RECOMBINANT ZOSTER VACCINE (SHINGRIX)... (5*)
248. . . . EARLY LAPAROSCOPIC ILEOCECAL RESECTION DECREASES NEED... (5*)
249. . . . NON-INVASIVE BREATH TEST SCREENING FOR BARRETT’S... (2*)
250. . . . GLYCEMIC STATUS IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC... (7*)
251. . . . CYTOF ANALYSIS OF HUMAN COLON AND... (6*)
252. . . . SINGLE CELL DISSECTION OF THE TRANSCRIPTIOANL... (4*)[6]
253. . . . MAJOR GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING IN OLDER PERSONS... [2*][4](Bayer AG supplied the aspirin tablets and matching placebos but had no other role in trial conduct or reporting.)
254. . . . FEWER GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDS WITH TICAGRELOR WHEN... (2*)
255. . . . WARFARIN IS ASSOCIATED WITH HIGHER RATES... (4*)
256. . . . PREDICTING TREND OF UPPER AND LOWER... (5*)
257. . . . ANTITHROMBOTIC CESSATION FOLLOWING HOSPITALIZATION FOR DIVERTICULAR... (5*)
258. . . . THE IMPACT OF NIGHT-TIME EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT... (5*)
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563. . . . INTESTINE-SPECIFIC DELETION OF RNA-BINDING MOTIF PROTEIN... (2*)
564. . . . AN INFLAMMATORY DIET AND RISK OF... (2*)
565. . . . TRANSCRIPTOMIC AND PHENOTYPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF... (6*)[(3)](Taekda Pharmaceuticals)
566. . . . LARGE META GENOME WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY... (4*)[(2)](Helmskey Charitable Trust)
567. . . . TL1A OVEREXPRESSION IN CD PATIENTS AND... (2*)
568. . . . FAMILIAL SMALL INTESTINAL (MIDGUT) NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR... (2*)
569. . . . INVESTIGATION OF THE INTEGRIN SIGNALLING PATHWAY... (4*)
570. . . . PREVALENCE OF LYMPH NODE/ DISTANT METASTASIS... (5*)
571. . . . NOVEL DIGITAL SPATIAL PROFILING OF GASTROENTEROPANCREATIC... (2*)
572. . . . ASSOCIATION BETWEEN SOMATOSTATIN ANALOGUE TREATMENT AND... (5*)
573. . . . EGF-INDUCED NUCLEAR EXPORT OF MENIN STIMULATES... (2*)
574. . . . RECENT TRENDS IN COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING... (3*)[(Exact Sciences)
575. . . . A HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND QUANTITATIVE MULTIMODAL... (3*)[(CellMax Life)
576. . . . EARLY COLORECTAL CANCER SCREENING IN AFRICAN... (5*)
577. . . . EFFECT OF ORGANIZED MAILED FECAL IMMUNOCHEMICAL... (2*)[(4)
578. . . . DELAY TO DIAGNOSTIC COLONOSCOPY AFTER ABNORMAL... (2*)
579. . . . PREVALENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF POST-COLONOSCOPY COLORECTAL... (2*)
580. . . . RACE, ETHNICITY, AND SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS PREDICT... (5*)
581. . . . DECREASED EXPRESSION AND FUNCTION OF INTESTINAL... (2*)
582. . . . TEDUGLUTIDE INHIBITS SODIUM CAPRATE-INDUCED CLATHRIN-MEDIATED LPS... (2*)[(3)](Shire/Takeda Pharmaceuticals)
583. . . . NPC1L1-DEPENDENT TRANSPORT OF 27-ALKYNE CHOLESTEROL TO... (2*)
584. . . . DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS AMONG CFTR, NHERF4 (NF4)... (2*)
585. . . . UNIQUE REGULATION OF CHLORIDE BICARBONATE EXCHANGERS... (2*)
586. . . . ER LUMINAL ERADE AS A NOVEL... (4*)[(2)
587. . . . INFLAMMATION CAN BE RE-INDUCED IN ORGANOID... (2*)
588. . . . GIL3 HUMAN NOROVIRUS REQUIRES BILE ACIDE... (2*)
589. . . . PEDIATRIC CROHN'S DISEASE PATIENT DERIVED ORGANOID... (4*)
590. . . . AN ORGANOID-IMMUNE CELL CO-CULTURE PREDICTIVE MODEL... (2*)[(4)
591. . . . HUMAN BIOPSY-DERIVED COLONOIDS ARE USEFUL TO... (3*)[(Merck IISP 53472)
592. . . . HUMAN INTESTINAL STEM CELL (ISC)- DERIVED ENTEROIDS/colonoids... (2*)
593. . . . CONFOCAL LASER ENDOMICROSCOPY FOR DETECTION OF... (2*)
594. . . . CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SURVEILLANCE-DETECTED DUCTAL ABNORMALITIES... (2*)[(6]
595. . . . SYNCHRONOUS OCCURRENCE OF PRENEOPLASTIC LESIONS IN... (5*)
596. . . . SURVEILLANCE BIOPSIES SHOULD BE DONE ON... (5*)
597. . . . OUTCOMES OF ENDOSCOPIC SURVEILLANCE AND FAMILY... (5*)
598. . . . POST-COLONOSCOPY COLORECTAL CANCER IN LYNCH SYNDROME... (5*)
611. . . . EFFICACY OF ENDOSCOPIC REVISION WITH COMBINATION... (5*)
613. . . . ANTIBODIES TO INFlixIMAB ACCELERATE DRUG CLEARANCE... (2*)[(6]
614. . . . RECTAL TISSUE DNA METHYLATION IN ULCERATIVE... (2*)
615. . . . PHARMACOKINETICS OF USTEKINUMAB IN CHILDREN AND... (3*)[(This study was funded by Janssen Research and Development, LLC.)
616. . . . RESULTS OF THE FIRST PAEDIATRIC RANDOMIZED-CONTROLLED... (4*)[(3)](Rebiotix Inc. supplied the fecal transplant product for this study.)
617. . . . TAXA4META: GENERATING PRECISE 16S TAXONOMIC PROFILES... (2*)
618. . . . THE SMALL INTESTINAL MICROBIOME VARIES WITH... (6*)
619. . . . A LOSS OF FUNCTION SNP IN... (2*)
620. . . . A MOLECULAR NETWORK SURVEY PREDICTS NICKEL... (4*)[(3)][(Janssen R & D)
621. . . . THE PREVALENCE OF PSYCHIATRIC COMORBIDITY IS... (5*)
622. . . . CURBING CHRONIC PANCREATITIS READMISSIONS: UTILIZING THE... (5*)
623. . . . EXCLUSION OF ATYPICAL FOOD ALLERGENS DETECTED... (4*)[(Rashid Hussain trust Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)
624. . . . EXCLUSION OF ATYPICAL FOOD ALLERGENS DETECTED... (4*)[(Rashid Hussain trust Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)
625. . . . THE IMPACT OF SCREENING LOWER ENDOSCOPY... (2*)[(4)
626. . . . THE FIRST PROSPECTIVE, MULTICENTER, RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED... (3*)[(Mitsubishi-Tanabe Pharma)
627. . . . THE FIRST PROSPECTIVE, MULTICENTER, RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED... (3*)[(Mitsubishi-Tanabe Pharma)
628. . . . THE FIRST PROSPECTIVE, MULTICENTER, RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED... (3*)[(Mitsubishi-Tanabe Pharma)
629. . . . THE IMPACT OF SCREENING LOWER ENDOSCOPY... (2*)[(4)
630. . . . TAK-101 (TIMP-GLIA) PREVENTS GLUTEN CHALLENGE INDUCED... (3*)[(The study was sponsored by COOR Pharmaceuticals Development Co., Inc.)
631. . . . THE IMPACT OF SCREENING LOWER ENDOSCOPY... (2*)[(4)
632. . . . CURBING CHRONIC PANCREATITIS READMISSIONS: UTILIZING THE... (5*)
633. . . . THE FIRST PROSPECTIVE, MULTICENTER, RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED... (3*)[(Mitsubishi-Tanabe Pharma)
634. . . . RESULTS FROM THE BARRETT'S OESOPHAGUS TRIAL... (6*)[(2)
635. . . . DIRECT ACTING ANTI-VIRAL PROPHYLAXIS TO PREVENT... (4*)[(Gilead provided DAA for some patients.)
636. . . . UNRAVELLING THE MOLECULAR MECHANISM RESPONSIBLE FOR... (2*)[(6]
637. . . . TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR RECEPTOR 2 REGULATES... (2*)[(4)
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638. COLONIC SPROUTY2 EXPRESSION IS DYSREGULATED IN... (2*)|(6) (NIH 1R01DK19694 (Frey); Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation CDA (Schumacher)

639. NEUROTENSIN (NT) SIGNALING-ASSOCIATED LONG NON-CODING RNA... (6*)

640. CIRCULAR RNA HIPK3 PROMOTES INTESTINAL EPITHELIAL... (2*)

641. DISRUPTION OF INTESTINAL EPITHELIUM DUE TO... (2*)

642. HIGH-THROUGHPUT SCREENING IDENTIFIED LORATADINE AND GENISTEIN... (2*)|(3)|(MERCK)

643. HOST-DIRECTED DRUG CANDIDATES TO COMBAT CLOSTRIDIODES... (2*)|(4)

644. IDENTIFICATION OF NOVEL CHANGES IN MICROBIALLY-DERIVED... (2*)|(4)

645. CLOSTRIDIODES DIFFICILE WHOLE GENOME SEQUENCING DIFFERENTIATES... (5*)

646. COLONIC MUCOSAL COLONIZATION OF CLOSTRIDIODES DIFFICILE... (4*)

647. FECAL MICRORNA ARE ASSOCIATED WITH TGF-BETA... (2*)

648. BRAIN-DERIVED NEUROTROPHIC FACTOR PLAYS A CRITICAL... (2*)

649. DE NOVO ENTERIC NEUROGENESIS IN POST-EMBRYONIC... (2*)|(4)

650. ENTERIC GLIAL ACTIVATION IS A PATHWAY-SPECIFIC... (2*)|(4)

651. ENTERIC GLIAL MHC II EXPRESSION MODULATES... (2*)

652. MIR-10B-5P RESCUES AND PREVENTS DIABETIC GASTROPARESIS... (2*)

653. EFFECTS OF SCFA ON HISTONE ACETYLATION... (2*)

654. DIETARY MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE EXACERBATES VISCERAL HYPERSENSITIVITY... (2*)

655. EPIGENETIC MECHANISMS IN THE AMYGDALA UNDERLYING... (2*)

656. PGE2 PRODUCED BY MAST CELLS IS... (2*)

657. GUT DYSBIOSIS PROMOTES COLONIC M1 MACROPHAGE... (2*)

658. ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM STRESS DRIVES INTESTINAL HYPERPERMEABILITY... (5*)

659. INCIDENCE OF VENOUS THROMBOEMBOLIC EVENTS IN... (3*)|(4)

660. VIRTUAL REALITY MINDFULNESS THERAPY VS. VIRTUAL... (5*)

661. TRANSLUMBOSACRAL NEUROMODULATION THERAPY (TNT): A NOVEL... (5*)

662. CHANGES IN AGED ENS INDUCES A... (2*)

663. CELL THERAPY USING ADULT NEURAL-PROGENITOR CELLS... (4*)

664. MACHINE LEARNING MODELS IN THE PREDICTION... (4*)

665. IS HELICOBACTER PYLORI CURE A LONG-LIFE... (2*)

666. COMPREHENSIVE PROFILING OF THE ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE... (4*)

667. IMMUNOGLOBULIN A COATING VIA GASTRIC... (5*)

668. TAILORED ANTIBIOTIC SUSCEPTIBILITY-GUIDED THERAPY VIA GASTRIC... (5*)

669. TREATMENT OF H PYLORI IS NOT... (2*)

670. NEUROMODULATION THERAPY (TNT): A NOVEL... (2*)

671. PAIRED IMMUNOGLOBULIN-LIKE RECEPTOR B REGULATES INFLAMMATION... (2*)

672. BLOCKADE OF ALPHA E BETA 7... (2*)|(6)

673. METABOLIC MODULATION OF CD4+ T CELLS... (4*)|(2)

674. NON-InVAsIVE eleCTRICAL sPLENIC nerve stIMUlation Ameliorates... (3*)|(Galvani Bioelectronics)

675. CONSISTENT ALTERATIONS OF SPECIFIC GUT MICROBIAL... (2*)

676. SACCHAROMYCES BOULARDII CNCM 1-745 IMPROVES GUT-BRAIN... (3*)|(Bionorm – Gentilly – France)

677. INCREASED RISK OF DEPRESSIVE DISORDER AFTR... (2*)

678. NOVEL ASSOCIATIONS OF BRAIN MORPHOMETRY WITH... (2*)

679. EFFECT OF EXCLUSION DIETS ON SYMPTOM... (5*)

680. HIGH STRESS REACTIVITY IS ASSOCIATED WITH... (2*)|(4)

681. MUTANT EPICAM MODEL OF CONGENITAL TUFTING... (2*)

682. MICROPHYSIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING OF INTESTINAL MORPHOGENESIS BY... (2*)|(4)

683. DIFFERENCES IN THE RISK OF PERSISTENT... (5*)

684. A FIVE BIOMARKER PANEL OUTPERFORMS EXISTING... (2*)

685. THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN GUT MICROBIOTA AND... (2*)

686. NOTCH INHIBITION PROMOTES PANCREATIC KRT5+ CELLS... (4*)

687. VARIABLE CELL-SPECIFIC SPINK1 EXPRESSION IN THE... (5*)

688. AN INDIVIDUAL-HOUSING BASED SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS MEASURE... (5*)

689. ASSOCIATION BETWEEN NEIGHBORHOOD INCOME AND PERSISTENT... (5*)

690. WHO’S OUT? RESULTS OF A SCREENING... (4*)

691. CHILDHOOD GROWTH IN SCREEN-DETECTED CELIAC DISEASE... (2*)

692. IMMUNE CHECKPOINT INHIBITOR-ASSOCIATED CELIAC DISEASE ... (2*)|(7)

693. A NOVEL ORDINAL SEVERITY SCALE ALLOWS... (3*)|(This study was funded by Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Ltd. Medical writing support was provided by Steve Banner of Oxford PharmaGenesis, Oxford, UK and was funded by Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Ltd.)
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